
A is for Attidude: Associations

Media Style/mood Mood Colour Key phrase Words
a Acrylic Aztec, african, 

arabic, aboriginal, 
abstract

Abandoned aliens attack angry 
athletes and alligators with 
attitude

b Brush, bubblewrap, 
berries, 
backlight,bamboo, batik, 
bead, bitumen, bisque, 
bite, bleach, bleed, 
blockprint, blotting 
paper, board, bone, 
bricolage, burin, burnish

Bruxellism, 
bohemian, 
bokuseki, 
bokusaiga, 
botanical

Balance, 
bevel

Binary, 
bisque,

Bossy bunnies bite balloon 
burger in battle for butterfly 
barrier

Beast, biomorphic, bird, blind, 
bleed, block, body, body art, 
boast, bone, bright, bridge, 
brudle, buddha, busy, butterfly

c Crayon, chalk, charcoal, 
collage, collagraph, chine 
colle, coffee, cocoa

Celtic, cubist cool, cold Chubby children cuddle crazy 
cactus cradling canyon

d drypoint, digital Dada, divisionist Dark Demonic dogs dream of drunken 
dinosaurs dancing with ducks in 
dandelions

e Etch, emulsion, emboss Expressionist Energetic, 
electric

Elegant elephants eat energetic 
earthworms

f Frottage, foam, foil Futurist Fiddly, 
foggy

Fancy frogs flee from feathery 
ferns in flaming forest

g Glue, graphite, gouache, 
gesso, gloss

Griefstricken giant gazes through 
goggles at giggling girlies

h Hammer, hair Hard, hazy Hairy humans heave heavy hats 
to haystack hovels while hanging  
harps hope for huge high heaven 
not hell.
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i Ink, intaglio Indian
j Jelly, jam Japanese Jumpy, 

jazzy
Japanese jumping to jazz

k Kirigami, kinaesthetic, 
kabuki, kohl

kabuki, kouros King kicks kneeling knights Kylix, kouros, king,

l Linocut, lipstick, lace, 
lacquer, laid paper, 
laminate, latex, leaf, 
linseed oil

Line, life drawing, 
linear perspective, 
loop,

Lost and loveless looking for lips 
in labyrinth

Labyrinth, love

m Monoprint, marble, 
montage, macrame, 
magazine, mahlstick, 
mehndi, mesh, metallic, 
modelling, matches

Minimalist, 
modernist, mark, 
medieval, menhir, 
mayan, 
monochromatic, 
muslim

Malachite
, madder, 
mauve

Magic, malleable, manipulate, 
marionette, maquette, 
meander, metamorphosis, 
mind, mobile, monumental, 
mosque, mother, mudra, music, 
myth, mystery

n Nails, netting, nylon,, 
needle, netsuke, 
newsprint, 

Nabis, naive, 
naturalism, neolitic, 
new wave

Neutral Nice, night, nimbus, nirvana, 
nostalgia,

o Oil paint, oil, oil pastel, 
oil stick

Oozing oval oranges obstruct 
open orifice obsuring opalescent 
ocean

p Paint, pencil, pastel Pointilist, primitive, 
persian

Plumped up peacock perches on 
parapet of purple pumpkin 
pakace where patriotic pilgrims 
pray for paradise

q Quill, quink Qing Querky, 
quick

Queezy queen quickly quells 
quarrelling queue
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r Relief print, resist, roller, 

rake, resin, raffia, rasps, 
rattan, rust

Repetition, roman, 
rayonism, 
rorschach,

Round; 
rugosity

Rabid rabbit roars at riws of 
rioting romans

s Sugar, salt, sand, 
sandpaper, sap,  
screenprint, 
scoring,scribble, scrim, 
scumble, seal, semigloss, 
semimatt, silk, sfumato, 
sgraffito, shellac, shoji 
translucent rice paper, 
silver point, silver foil, 
sketch, stamp, staple, 
stencil, stipple, stump, 
stylus, sisal, smear, soap, 
stain, stained glass

Surrealist, 
sumerian, semitic, 
sumie, surimono

Sassy serpent smiles at scarified 
scarabs but sacrifices sozzled 
snails

t Transfer, tea, texture, 
tessalation, tiling, 
tortoiseshell, tracing 
paper, tracing, tracery, 
translucent, transparent

Tint From tangled tree trickle treacle 
tears translucent terrifying 
testosterone termites

Tree.mtriangle, tear

u Undercoat, ukiyoe, urusi-
e. A print with colouring 
thickened and made 
glossy with glue

Underline Unconscio
us

Ulcerated uvula ullulates under 
udders of uncial unicycle
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v Varnish, vector, 

vermiculate,
Viking Vanishing 

point, 
variegated
, vertical, 
vignette, 
vertcal

Viridian Volcani vegetables victorious 
versus viking vixen

Vault

w Wax, wax crayon, 
watercolour, woodcut, 
wallpaper  water soluble  

Wabi sabi Warp, 
wedge, 
weight

Warm Winged werewolves wage watee 
war on woeful wraiths

x Xray, xerox, xylography Xenophobic xray xeroxes xanthic 
xylophone

y Yellowing Youthful yogis yawn under 
yellow yucca

z Zentangle Zen, zigzag Zaney zebras zigzag to ziggurat 
zoo
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